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The natural setting for a 
stream in this region is to 

be bordered by forest



Pennsylvania = “Penn’s Woods”





Streams naturally flowed 
through old growth forests 
for 1000’s of years









This is our landscape today….in many areas



What happens in response to this kind of change?



Schuylkill River, PA

~50 % of the Philadelphia’s drinking water
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The more the 
forest cover in the 

watershed….
the more small 

streams that are 
completely 

bordered by 
forest



….because they 
occur throughout 
the watershed!





Trees stabilize stream 
banks ….decreasing 
stream migration and 
erosion





Loss of forest causes the stream to narrow…… 
reducing flow capacity and increasing the tendency 
to flood





Forested = wide

Deforested = narrow



Forest helps infiltrate storm water



4” rain in three hours (forested watershed)





4” rain in 24 hours    (75% deforested)



Every tree 
counts in a 
watershed 
…especially
near a stream



What else do streamside 
forests do for us?



Streamside forests “keep stuff out” and keep it 
from “moving downstream”(to the drinking water 
intake of towns and cities….and to the estuary)



“Stuff” includes  
Dissolved Organic Chemicals

Suspended Sediments
Nutrients (e.g., Nitrogen)

Pathogens
Pharmaceuticals

Etc.







100 ft of streamside forest keeps ~1/4th of 
Nitrogen & 1/2 sediments out

(Newbold, Herbert, Sweeney, and Kiry 2009)





Let’s not turn our back to 
the other side of buffers

(the in-stream side)



Streamside forests promote a healthier 
stream ecosystem capable of processing

lots of pollutants…….because……



Stream animals and plants 
in a stream ecosystem are 
adapted to water / habitat 
conditions created by the 
surrounding forest



Streamside 
forests shade 
the stream



Many small stream species 
are classified as 

“Cold Water Species”

They need “summer cool” conditions



Shaded 
streams
have  
better 
food













Forested streams 
have more food 
and a greater
variety



10,000 lbs/acre/year









Streamside forests, by improving stream 
health,  increase the ability of the stream 

ecosystem to process 2-10x more pollutants

(Sweeney et al 2004)



Take note ….
the “in-stream side”

makes riparian forests 
BMP’s 

for both point and non-
point pollution!
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At least 100 ft to keep stuff out



At least 100 ft to promote a healthy 
stream ecosystem capable of processing 

pollutants



100 ft buffer
Safe
vs

Risky



Engineers 
usually build in 
a safety factor.



Engineers 
usually build in 
a safety factor.

They double it!
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